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Abstract

Owing to its unique literal and aesthetical characteristics, au-
tomatic generation of Chinese poetry is still challenging in
Artificial Intelligence, which can hardly be straightforwardly
realized by end-to-end methods. In this paper, we propose a
novel iterative polishing framework for highly qualified Chi-
nese poetry generation. In the first stage, an encoder-decoder
structure is utilized to generate a poem draft. Afterwards,
our proposed Quality-Aware Masked Language Model (QA-
MLM) is employed to polish the draft towards higher quality
in terms of linguistics and literalness. Based on a multi-task
learning scheme, QA-MLM is able to determine whether pol-
ishing is needed based on the poem draft. Furthermore, QA-
MLM is able to localize improper characters of the poem
draft and substitute with newly predicted ones accordingly.
Benefited from the masked language model structure, QA-
MLM incorporates global context information into the pol-
ishing process, which can obtain more appropriate polishing
results than the unidirectional sequential decoding. Moreover,
the iterative polishing process will be terminated automati-
cally when QA-MLM regards the processed poem as a qual-
ified one. Both human and automatic evaluation have been
conducted, and the results demonstrate that our approach
is effective to improve the performance of encoder-decoder
structure.

Introduction

Chinese Poetry, originated from people’s production and
life, has a long history. The poetry is developed from few
characters, vague rules to some fixed characters and lines
with stable rules and forms. The rules like tonal pattern,
rhyme scheme lead to poems easy to be read and remem-
bered. The great poems, which touch millions of people at
heart across the space and time, should unify the concise
form, refined language and rich content together to guaran-
tee the long-term prosperity. Writing great poems are not
easy, which require strong desire for poets to express their
feelings, views or thoughts and then to choose characters
and build sentence carefully.

∗This work was done when Zhiqiang Xie was at Ping An Tech-
nology
Copyright c© 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

Poets are always regarded as genius with great talents and
well trained in writing poems. It is hard to write a poem
for ordinary people, let alone to computers. Although many
works (Gervás 2001; Ghazvininejad et al. 2016; Yi et al.
2018; Li et al. 2018) have been conducted for automatic po-
etry generation and poetic rules and forms can be learned
partially, the large gaps remain in the meaningfulness and
coherence of generated poems.

In this paper, we focus on the automatic Chinese poetry
generation and aim to fill these gaps. We notice that poets
would first write a poem draft and then polish the draft many
times to a perfect one. There is a popular story about pol-
ishing poem by Dao Jia, a famous poet in Tang Dynasty,
who influences many later poets in polishing their poems
intensively. Motivated by the writing poem process of po-
ets, we aim to imitate this process and improve the coher-
ence and meaningfulness of primitive poems. However, it is
challenging for computer algorithms to automatically polish
the poem draft to an excellent one. The computer algorithms
are unable to choose the characters and sentences like poets
with intuition and comprehensive understanding of the char-
acters, which are only good at calculating the probability of
characters and picking up ones with maximum probability
from vocabulary. There are three key issues to be addressed
for the polishing framework.

• Whether the text need to be polished, and when should we
stop the iterative polishing process?

• Which characters in the text are improper and need to be
replaced with better ones?

• How to obtain the better ones?

To address these key issues and further improve the qual-
ity of generated poem, we propose a Quality-Aware Masked
Language Model (QA-MLM) to implement an iterative pol-
ishing process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work to solve the three key issues in polishing framework
with one elegant model.

Our idea originates from the BERT (Devlin et al. 2018)
with two-task learning schema, and we modify the tasks to
aware of text quality and further obtain appropriate charac-
ters to replace the low quality characters in the text. With
these two tasks, we can polish the generated poem draft it-
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eratively, and the polishing process will be terminated auto-
matically. The main contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows:

• Our proposed model QA-MLM, a novel application of
BERT for poem refinement, which can judge the quality
of poem and polish the bad characters in the poem iter-
atively. The polish process will be terminated automati-
cally until the polished poem is regarded as a qualified
one by our model.

• The QA-MLM model can obtain high quality characters
by incorporating both left and right context information,
and overcomes the weakness of the unidirectional decod-
ing that only consider one side context information for the
next character prediction.

• A two-stage poem generation has been proposed to
strengthen the meaningfulness and coherence of gener-
ated poems. On the first stage, the encoder-decoder struc-
ture has been utilized to generate the poem draft. Specif-
ically, the pre-trained BERT and the transformer de-
coder has been utilized for poem draft generation. The
poem draft is further polished by our proposed QA-MLM
model on the second stage.

Related Work

Automatic poetry generation has been investigated for
decades. The early work focus on improving the grammat-
ical rules and complying with poetic forms with template-
based methods (Gervás 2001; Wu, Tosa, and Nakatsu 2009)
and evolution algorithms (Manurung 2004; Zhou, You, and
Ding 2010). The statistical machine translation methods
(He, Zhou, and Jiang 2012) and text summarization meth-
ods (Yan et al. 2013) have also been utilized for generating
more natural and flexible poems.

As neural network demonstrates powerful ability for nat-
ural language representation (Bengio et al. 2003; Goldberg
2017), different neural network structures have been uti-
lized for poem generation and shown great advances. The
main structures are developed from vanilla recurrent neu-
ral network (Zhang and Lapata 2014) to bi-directional long
short term memory network and bi-directional gated recur-
rent unit network (Wang et al. 2016; Yi, Li, and Sun 2017).
The poem generation is widely interpreted as a sequence-to-
sequence problem, which utilize the encoder-decoder frame-
work to encode the previous sequence and generate the later
sequence with the decoder (Wang, Luo, and Wang 2016;
Yi, Li, and Sun 2017). To strengthen the relation between
the encoder and decoder, the attention mechanism has been
incorporated for poem generation (Wang, Luo, and Wang
2016; Zhang et al. 2017; Yi, Li, and Sun 2017). Besides,
some tricks like working memory mechanism and salient-
clue mechanism (Yi et al. 2018; Yi, Li, and Sun 2018) have
been proposed to improve the coherence in meanings and
topics for poem generation. Recently, the conditional varia-
tional autoencoder (C-VAE) has been utilized to generate the
poem (Yang et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018). The C-VAE can ob-
tain high quality poem with topic coherence to some extent.
Some bad cases are also reported by (Li et al. 2018).

All the previous methods are generating the poem directly
without any refinement. The most similar work to our pa-
per is i,poet (Yan 2016), which has implemented an polish-
ing framework via encoding the writing intents repetitively
to rewrite the poem. This work empirically polishes all the
characters that generated at previous iterative step, and as-
sumes that the further encoding of the writing intents would
enhance the theme consistency. Another similar work is the
Deliberation Network (Xia et al. 2017), which has utilized a
second decoder to generate the final sequence with the addi-
tional input of sequence that generated by the first decoder.
Followed by the Deliberation Network, a more recent work
(Zhang et al. 2019) has employed transformer decoder to
implement the two-decoder polishing process for text sum-
marization. All these methods fail to sense the text quality
and regard rewriting the whole sequence as polishing pro-
cess, which are inefficiency and may replace qualified char-
acters with low-quality ones. Besides, the polishing process
in these methods are heavily coupled with the initial draft
generation process, which refers to not only the generated
drafts but also the additional information that has been uti-
lized in the draft generation. Therefore, these polishing pro-
cess cannot be utilized to polish the text drafts that generated
separately by other models.

By contrast, our proposed QA-MLM model is different
to the previous works significantly and implements the iter-
atively polishing process like humans. Our model can first
aware of the text quality and decide whether the text need
to be polished. Furthermore, our model can aware of the
low-quality characters and pick them up to be polished with
both left and right context information. Since our model can
sense the text quality, the iterative polish step will be ter-
minated automatically once the polished text has been re-
garded as qualified. Our model only polishes a small part of
low-quality characters instead of rewriting the whole text.
The polishing process implemented by our model is inde-
pendent to the draft generation process, which can polish
the draft generated by other separate model. In this paper,
we apply our proposed QA-MLM model for Chinese po-
etry polishing, which can significantly improve the quality
of poem particular in terms of meaningfulness and coher-
ence. We will introduce our approach in the following sec-
tions.

Model Design

Overview

We focus on the generation and polishing of quatrain, which
is a famous kind of Chinese classic poetry with strict con-
straints of poetic rules and forms. In general, the quatrain is
with four poem lines, the number of characters for each line
is equal, which is either five or seven. The tone level and
rhythm are constrained with specific patterns (Wang 2002).
We follow the text-to-text generation paradigm (Wang et al.
2016; Li et al. 2018) and generate the poem line by line.
The first poem line is generated by keywords or topic words,
and the following lines are generated by the preceding lines
or their combinations. The key task turns into designing a
proper model to generate the following lines with given key-
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Keyword

p1, p2, ... , pi

p1, p2, ... , pi

, ... , pend

, ... , pend

p1, p2, ... , i , ... , pend

p1, p2, ... , pt, ... , pend

Position i

Position end

[PRED]

Poem draft 
generation

Iterative polishing

Figure 1: An overview of our poem generation approach,
including poem draft generation and iterative polishing pro-
cess. 1© Predict the character position with worst quality,
2© Mask the worst quality character, 3© Predict the masked
character and update it into the text accordingly, 4© Repeat
the previous steps until no character needs to be polished.

words or preceding lines.
Inspired by the real procedure of writing poems for po-

ets, we generate the poem lines with two stages. The poem
draft lines are first generated with encoder-decoder frame-
work and then polished with our proposed QA-MLM. The
overall structure of our approach can be shown in Figure 1.

Input Representation

Our input representation is similar to the embedding meth-
ods in BERT (Devlin et al. 2018). In addition to sum the to-
ken, segment and position embeddings as the representation,
we also add the tonal and rhythm embeddings into the input
representation. The tone of each character is either Ping (the
level tone) or Ze (the downward tone) (Wang 2002). We en-
code the tone with three categories due to some tokens like
comma without any tone. The rhythm of last character for
each poem line will be encoded and we utilize the Thirteen
Rhyme. 1 With the tone and rhythm are embedded into the
representation, we can improve the poeticness of generated
poem significantly without sacrifice much of the poem qual-
ity. The visualization of our input representation is given in
Figure 2.

1Classify the final vowels into thirteen categories according to
the rhyme table.
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Figure 2: The input representation. The input embeddings
is the sum of the token embeddings, segmentation embed-
dings, position embeddings and tone embeddings as well
as rhyme embeddings. The EN and ER represent the token
without tone or no need to embed the rhyme respectively.

Poem Draft Generation

The poem draft can be generated via encoder-decoder struc-
ture. This structure learns the relation between the target se-
quence t = {t1, t2, ..., tn} and the source sequence s =
{s1, s2, ..., sm}. The generation probability P (t|s; Θ) can
be obtained by Equation (1), where the Θ is model parame-
ters and learned from the sequence pairs (s, t) ∈ (S,T). We
maximize the objective function in Equation (2).

P (̂t|s; Θ) =

n∏

j=1

P (t̂j |t<j , s; Θ) (1)

Lcharacter =
∑

(s,t)∈(S,T)

logP (̂t|s; Θ) (2)

As shown in Figure 3, the BERT is utilized as the encoder
to represent the source sequence s with vector h, and the
representation vector h is then fed to a two-layer transformer
decoder to generate the target sequence t̂ (Devlin et al. 2018;
Zhang et al. 2019). The source sequence can be a keyword
or poem lines, and the target sequence is the poem line that
we want to generate. All or part of previous sequence have
been utilized as source sequence by previous works (Wang
et al. 2016; Yi, Li, and Sun 2017). After carefully consid-
ering the relevance among poem lines and without making
the generation system complicated, we build three different
models with the same structure for each poem line genera-
tion, namely: key2one, one2one, and two2one.

The key2one model is utilized to generate the first poem
line with the input of keyword. The one2one model is em-
ployed to generate the second poem line and the fourth poem
line due to the similar relevance with their preceding poem
lines. As for generating the third poem line, we consider
both the first and second poem lines via the two2one model.
The whole poem draft generation process can be visualized
in the upper part of Figure 1.

Iterative Polishing

There is an obvious deficiency for the aforementioned
encoder-decoder method (Xia et al. 2017). During the de-
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s1s1 s2s2 … snsn

…

h1 h2 hn…

t1t1 t2t2 t3t3 … tntn
…

Figure 3: The sequence-to-sequence generation with BERT and Transformer decoder.

coding, the character generated sequentially is affected by
the previous characters and ignores the influence of subse-
quent characters, as demonstrated in Equation (1). There-
fore, an iterative polishing framework which can utilize both
previous and subsequent context information to polish cen-
ter character is critical to obtain a semantic consistency and
coherence poem.

We propose a quality aware masked language model (QA-
MLM) to implement the iterative polishing process. The
quality aware reflects the model capability of distinguish-
ing the character quality and deciding which character need
to be polished. Besides, our model can decide whether the
text need to be polished and when should we stop the iter-
ative polishing process. The masked language model is to
mask the low quality character first and then predict another
character by referring the two-side context information. The
predicted character is assumed to be with better semantic
consistency and coherence due to the consideration of both
the previous and subsequent information. Inspired by (De-
vlin et al. 2018), we train the QA-MLM with two predic-
tion tasks and apply it to polish the generated poem draft, as
described in the following subsections.

Prediction Tasks In order to provide reasonable solutions
to the aforementioned three key issues in polishing frame-
work, we design a quality prediction task and a masked lan-
guage model task based on BERT (Devlin et al. 2018). Un-
like the BERT, which learns from multi-task for context rep-
resentation, our proposed QA-MLM predicts the positions
of low quality characters and then replaces the low qual-
ity characters with newly predicted ones for text refinement.
The structure of QA-MLM can be visualized in Figure 4.
The quality prediction task is to predict the character posi-
tions that the characters are with low quality. We regard the
original poem lines from poetry corpus are the gold stan-
dards, and any changing of the original poem lines would
hurt the quality of the poem. Therefore, we randomly re-
place the characters in original poem line with random to-
kens. We denote sg as the original poem line, and the sc
as the changed poem line. The positions that have been
replaced can be denoted as p = [pi1, pi2, ..., pir], where
ir < n, and the real characters that have been replaced
are si = [si1, si2, ..., sir]. The number of replaced posi-
tions r reflects the learning capacity of the QA-MLM that
how many mismatched characters can be learned. A larger r
allows a more powerful model for polishing the bad poem

BERT

[CLS] s1s1 snsn…

E[CLS] E1 Ei En

[CLS] ……

…

… …

Position prediction

BERT

[CLS] …

E[CLS] E1 Ei En

[CLS] ……

…

… …

Token prediction

s1s1 MASK snsn

t̂it1 tn

si

t1 ti tn

Mask character

p̂i

p̂i

Quality Aware

Masked Language Model

Figure 4: The structure of quality aware masked language
model.

lines intensively. However, the large r would lead to the
changed poem lines very bad and increases the training dif-
ficult. It should be careful to choose an appropriate r con-
sidering both the model capacity and learning quality.

In this work, each poem line is randomly replaced 2 ac-
cording to the following rules:
• 60% of the time: replace one character with ran-

dom token, eg., the original poem line sg =
[s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7] (n = 7, for example) is changed
to sc = [s1, s2, si1, s4, s5, s6, s7] and the position la-
bel is p = 3, then the masked poem line is sm =
[s1, s2, [MASK], s4, s5, s6, s7].

2Refers to both the positions and the tokens are randomly se-
lected
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• 20% of the time: replace two characters with
random tokens, eg., the original poem line
sg = [s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7] is changed to
sc = [s1, si1, s3, s4, s5, si2, s7] and the position
label is p = [2, 6], then the masked poem line is
sm = [s1, [MASK], s3, s4, s5, [MASK], s7].

• 20% of the time: keep the poem line unchanged, in this
situation we set the position label as 0, namely sg = sc
and p = 0, there is no need to mask the poem line sc and
no need to polish poem line sc, which infers pend = 0.

Learning and Inference We can jointly learning the
aforementioned two tasks to train QA-MLM by minimiz-
ing the following loss functions:

Lossq = −
∑

sc∈Sc

ir∑

j=i1

logP (p̂j = pj |sc; Θ) (3)

Lossm = −
∑

(sm,sg)∈(Sm,Sg)

ir∑

j=i1

logP (ŝm,j = sg,j |sm, �=j ; Θ) (4)
Losstotal =Lossm + λLossq (5)

After learning our proposed QA-MLM over the constructed
poem corpus (Sg, Sc, Sm), we can utilize the QA-MLM to
polish the poem draft. At the beginning of polishing process,
the QA-MLM predicts the character position that with worst
character quality. If the predicted position pi is equal to pend
(in our setting pend = 0), which means that all characters in
the draft are qualified enough and no more any polishing,
otherwise the character identified with the worst quality will
be masked in the draft, and the masked draft will be fur-
ther utilized for a better character prediction via QA-MLM
model. The predicted character is regarded as more appro-
priate than the masked character due to the incorporation
of two-side context information during the prediction. Thus,
we replace the masked character in sequence draft with the
predicted character, and one polishing step is finished. By re-
peating the above polishing step, the sequence draft can be
iteratively polished many times until the end indicator pend
is predicted. At this time, the iterative polishing process will
be terminated automatically, and the sequence draft has been
polished completely. The iterative polishing process can be
shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 : Iterative Polishing with QA-MLM

1: Perform iterative polishing on sequence draft sd =
[s1,s2,...,si,...,sn]

2: Predict bad character position pi = QA(sd)
3: while pi �= pend do
4: si ← [MASK] , sd = [s1,s2,...,[MASK],...,sn]
5: Predict the new character ŝi = MLM(sd)
6: sd ← [s1,s2,...,ŝi,...,sn]
7: pi ←QA(sd)

8: return polished sd

The sequence draft can be a poem line or several poem
lines and even a whole poem, our approach is capable of pol-

ishing all of them. In this work, we polish the whole poem
together, which incorporates the whole context information
for inappropriate character prediction, and the inappropriate
characters will be replaced with highly qualified characters
to obtain semantic consistency and coherence.

Experiments and Evaluations

Experimental Setup

In this paper, we concentrate on the generation of Chinese
quatrain with seven fixed characters for each line. Our po-
etry corpus is consist of poems from Tang Dynasty, Song
Dynasty, Yuan Dynasty, Ming Dynasty and Qing Dynasty.
About 130,525 poems with total 905,790 number of poem
lines are filtered from the poetry corpus. Each filtered poem
contain four or multiple of four poem lines, and each poem
line with seven characters. These poems are randomly split
into three part for model training (90%), validation (5%)
and testing (5%). Three models (key2one, one2one, and
two2one) trained by different sequence-to-sequence pairs
are utilized to generate the poem draft lines.

The BERT is selected as the encoder with 12 layers and
initialized with the parameters pre-trained by (Devlin et al.
2018). The 2-layer transformer decoder is selected for the
poem generation. After the poem draft has been generated,
the QA-MLM is proposed for the polishing. The aware of
poem quality is implemented by the quality task to predict
the position character that with worst semantic quality. In ad-
dition to the current total 28 positions for the seven-character
quatrain, an end position pend = 0 is added to indicate the
end of iterative polishing. The character located by the qual-
ity prediction task will be masked and then replaced with
newly predicted one by masked language model task. The
quality prediction task and the masked language model task
are based on the 12-layer BERT and learned jointly.

The conventional RNN encoder-decoder structure with at-
tention mechanism (AS2S) (Wang et al. 2016) and a more
recent work CVAE-D (Li et al. 2018) are selected as the
baselines for poem draft generation. Besides, we also im-
plement a more powerful encoder-decoder structure with
pre-trained BERT and transformer decoder (B&T) for poem
draft generation. The poem drafts are generated with the in-
put of keywords or writing intents, and we follow the key-
words extraction method adopted by AS2S (Wang et al.
2016), which cuts the poem lines into several word segmen-
tations by Jieba (Sun 2012) and then utilizes the TextRank
(Mihalcea and Tarau 2004) method to select keyword with
the highest score. The poems generated by the aforemen-
tioned three models are further polished with the proposed
QA-MLM. Both the automatical evaluation criteria and hu-
man evaluations have been conducted. The following sub-
section will introduce the detail about the evaluations.

Evaluation Metrics

It is difficult for computer to estimate the quality of poem.
Therefore, we utilize both automatic evaluation metrics and
human judgements for model comparisons. The automatic
evaluation metrics including BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002),
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Table 1: The BLEU score results on different generated poem line with same extracted keyword or previous poem lines. BL-1
and BL-2 are the BLEU scores on unigrams and bigrams.

Model
key→ 1 1→ 2 1&2→ 3 3→ 4 Average

BL-1 BL-2 BL-1 BL-2 BL-1 BL-2 BL-1 BL-2 BL-1 BL-2

AS2S 0.072 0.047 0.016 0.005 0.019 0.006 0.021 0.007 0.032 0.016
AS2S-P 0.074 0.047 0.026 0.009 0.030 0.010 0.036 0.012 0.042 0.020
CVAE-D 0.109 0.059 0.013 0.005 0.015 0.005 0.019 0.006 0.039 0.019

CVAE-D-P 0.105 0.057 0.015 0.005 0.016 0.006 0.021 0.007 0.039 0.019
B&T 0.102 0.050 0.028 0.010 0.036 0.014 0.035 0.013 0.050 0.022

B&T-P 0.100 0.050 0.028 0.009 0.034 0.013 0.033 0.012 0.049 0.021

Table 2: The evaluation results. Sim12 refers to the similarity between first poem line and second poem line; Sim34 refers to
the similarity between the third poem line and the fourth poem line; Sim2L refers to the similarity between first two poem lines
and the last two poem lines; TA. and RA. are the tone level predicted accuracy and the rhythm predicted accuracy respectively;
Con., Flu., Mea., and Poe. represent the Consistency, Fluency, Meaningfulness and Poeticness respectively.

Model
Automatic Evaluation Human Evaluation

Sim12 Sim34 Sim2L TA. RA. Con. Flu. Mea. Poe.

AS2S 0.479 0.487 0.648 0.539 0.121 2.46 2.37 2.35 2.28
AS2S-P 0.484 0.495 0.650 0.517 0.124 2.64 2.63 2.59 2.59
CVAE-D 0.494 0.500 0.651 0.521 0.086 2.62 2.50 2.55 2.42

CVAE-D-P 0.499 0.507 0.653 0.524 0.091 2.75 2.72 2.74 2.64
B&T 0.500 0.516 0.640 0.976 0.956 3.01 2.99 3.06 2.88

B&T-P 0.502 0.519 0.642 0.962 0.841 3.14 3.19 3.24 3.09

Similarity (Wieting et al. 2015), tone accuracy and rhythm
accuracy are adopted in this paper.

The BLEU is designed for machine translation and also
widely adopted by many previous works (Zhang and Lap-
ata 2014; Li et al. 2018) in poem generation. The BLEU is
to measure the overlapping of characters between the gener-
ated sentence and the referred sentence. Unlike the machine
translation, the generated sentence can be significantly dif-
ferent from the referred sentence but also regarded as high
quality by human judgements. The poem generation is more
related to creativity and the generated poem may far away
from the referred poem, which may lead to the comparison
of BLEU score is trivial. Therefore, we compare the BLEU
score on one sentence instead of the whole poem. Each sen-
tence is generated by different approaches with the same
keyword or sentence input.

The Similarity is aimed to automatically measure the co-
herency or consistency among poem lines. The embedding
of characters can partially reflect the similarities and we ac-
cumulate the embeddings of all the characters for each poem
line for sentence-level embeddings (Wieting et al. 2015).
Then, the similarity between two poem lines can be calcu-
lated by the cosine function on the sentence-level embed-
dings.

The Tone Accuracy and Rhythm Accuracy are also em-
ployed for the evaluation. The tone accuracy is the percent-
age that the tone level (Ping or Ze) is predicted correct to all
the generated samples, and the rhythm accuracy is similar
about the last character of each poem line that the rhyme is
predicted correct.

The Human Evaluation is inevitable for poem evalua-
tion, which is more reliable and credible than the automatic

evaluation metrics. Twenty well educated annotators are in-
vited to evaluate the generated poems in four dimensions,
namely Consistency, Fluency, Meaningfulness and Poetic-
ness (Zhang and Lapata 2014; Li et al. 2018). Each dimen-
sion is rated using the 1 to 5 scale to represent from bad
quality to excellent. Each model generates one thousand po-
ems and the poems are divided equally into twenty pieces.
To reduce the individual scoring bias, the poems rated by
each participant are from all models, but the participant has
no information about the model that each poem belongs to.
Therefore, we can obtain 6000 (20× 6× 50) poem ratings.

Results and Discussions

The BLEU scores are compared in Table 1. The compared
models are shown in the first column of the table, where
the suffix -P indicates that the poems generated by previ-
ous models have been polished by QA-MLM. The key-
words and poem lines are extracted from test dataset with
one thousand poems. In general, the BLEU scores of CVAE-
D are higher than AS2S but lower than B&T, which par-
tially reflects the generation performance of these models.
The polishing process improves the BLEU scores for AS2S
model while has no obvious improvement or even a bit hurt
of BLEU scores for CVAE-D and B&T. This is probably
due to the creativity and diversity properties in poem gener-
ation. The quality of generated poem is not proportional to
the BLEU score when the BLEU score is comparative high.
The BLEU score should be referred conservative during the
quality evaluation for poetry generation.

The other automatic evaluation results and human score
results can be found in Table 2. These evaluation results are
also based on one thousand poems from test dataset. The
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In the lonely spring breeze, birds are violently 
fluttering their wings,

The autumn wind blows the rain with delicate fragrance, 
overflowing the courtyard lightly.

You’d like to know the old things 
in order to come back late

Only the flowers and the happiness of fishing.

In the lonely spring breeze, birds are violently 
fluttering their wings,

The autumn wind blows the rain with delicate fragrance, 
overflowing the courtyard lightly.

You’d like to know the news from homeland 
while come back late 

Only the flowers and their fragrance remaining

Figure 5: The example of poem draft and the polished poem. The left poem is the poem draft generated by B&T and the right
poem is the poem iteratively polished by QA-MLM. The iterative polishing is automatically terminated after 3 polish steps.

keywords are extracted from these poems and utilized to
generate poem drafts by AS2S, CVAE-D and B&T. All the
poem drafts generated by this three encoder-decoder struc-
ture models have been further polished by our proposed QA-
MLM model. We can find that the polish procedure im-
proves the scores of Similarity criteria on all the compared
encoder-decoder structure models, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of our proposed QA-MLM for the improve-
ment of sematic coherence and theme consistency. The tone
level and rhythm for AS2S and CVAE-D models seem ran-
domly. By contrast, the accuracy of tone level and rhythm
for B&T are significantly higher than the other two base-
lines, which demonstrates the embedding-based method is
effective to control the tone level and rhythm. The polishing
framework on the B&T hurts a bit accuracy of tone level
and rhythm, which sacrifices the tone level and rhythm con-
straints to obtain better semantic meaning and coherence.

The human evaluations are consistent with the automatic
evaluation metrics. As for the poem draft generators, the
CVAE-D outperforms the AS2S on all the quality aspects
evaluated by our annotators, which is consistent with the
results from (Li et al. 2018). However, the poem genera-
tion performance of B&T is better than CVAE-D, which is
probability due to the powerful text representation ability of
BERT or transformer.

Above all, our proposed QA-MLM can further improve
the qualities (consistency, fluency, meaningfulness and poet-
icness ) of poems generated by all the three aforementioned
encoder-decoder structure models, which demonstrates that
the quality prediction task is effective to locate the bad char-
acters and the masked language model task is also effec-
tive to obtain better predictions when referring to the global
context information. Therefore, the unidirectional sequential
decoding deficiency of the encoder-decoder structure can be
largely saved by our proposed QA-MLM for poetry refine-
ment.

Although the improvements brought by the QA-MLM in
automatic evaluation metrics seem trivial, the improvements
are significant in the human evaluation results. It is easy to

understand that the polishing process only update a small
part of characters, and the improvements will be averaged
on all the characters for automatic evaluation metrics. How-
ever, human can understand and notice the significant differ-
ence of the changed characters to the whole poem context.
Even one character changed would lead to a big improve-
ment for poetry quality. We can notice the difference from
the example in Figure 5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we present an iterative polishing framework
for Chinese poetry generation by imitating the real poem
writing process. Following the famous encoder-decoder
paradigm, a pre-trained BERT encoder and a transformer
decoder are combined to generate poem drafts. Then, poem
polishing is accomplished by a multifunctional QA-MLM,
which can improve poem quality in terms of semantics, syn-
tactics and literary. Based on the multi-task learning, the
trained QA-MLM is able to aware of the poem quality and
locate improper characters. Besides, the QA-MLM is capa-
ble of predicting better ones to replace the improper charac-
ters by synthesizing the all-round poem context information.
Moreover, the QA-MLM will automatically terminate the
iterative polishing process when the polished draft is classi-
fied as qualified.

Both automatic evaluation and human scores demonstrate
that our proposed approach is effective in Chinese poetry
generation. Our model can automatically modify prelim-
inary poems to elegant ones while keeping their original
intents. Even though our proposed QA-MLM polishing
framework is concentrated on Chinese poetry generation in
this work, this new text refinement approach can be extended
to other natural language generation areas.
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